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A new era for the International Statistical Review

From 2007 Blackwell Publishing is pleased to publish the International Statistical Review incorporating Short Book Reviews, on behalf of the International Statistical Institute (ISI)

The International Statistical Review provides a comprehensive view of work in statistics, over the whole spectrum of the statistical profession, including the most relevant aspects of probability.

For more information about International Statistical Institute (ISI) visit http://isi.cbs.nl
The foremost statistics international conference in the world will take place, for the first time ever, in Lisbon (Congress Center), Portugal, from the 22nd to the 29th of August 2007, under the auspices of the country’s National Statistics Institute, in partnership with the Portuguese Statistics Society and the Portuguese Data Classification and Analysis Association.

The ISI Sessions entered the annals of international statistics history over 120 years ago and this tradition has been carried forward to the present. These meetings provide a forum for the entire community of those involved in statistics to share their ideas and impart an opportunity to link both producers and users of statistics throughout the entire statistical discipline.

During ISI Sessions, which play an essential role in the cross pollination of ideas, the latest methodological developments are shared and new research results are revealed, giving participants the opportunity to network with the key persons in the statistical community.

For the 56th Session of the ISI, we believe that there will be no lack of innovation at any level. On the one hand, the various Programme Committees have taken steps to ensure an advanced Scientific Programme, with more than 90 sessions of Invited Paper Meetings, presided over by renowned specialists. In addition to the Invited Paper Meetings, the Scientific Programme will also include Special Topic Contributed Paper Meetings, Contributed Paper Meetings, Poster Sessions and Short Courses. In addition, Satellite Meetings are being organised before and after the Session, taking place predominantly in other Portuguese cities, under the auspices of local Universities.


As “one does not live only to work”, the Local Organisers are of course preparing a Social Programme that will surprise all participants. Accompanying persons will be given the opportunity to explore our country with many interesting touristic options.

Our goal is to provide you with an unforgettable stay in Portugal, a tourist destination that is being appreciated by more and more visitors.

You can be sure that we will do everything to meet or exceed your expectations.

Come to the ISI Lisboa Session and discover for yourself!